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Routing and Resource Allocation for Centrally

Managed QoS in Industrial Networks
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Abstract—Industrial networks demand centrally con-
trolled quality of service (QoS), often in the form of hard
real-time guarantees. Software-defined networking (SDN)
provides a convenient paradigm for central QoS control.
However, existing SDN-based solutions cannot guarantee
hard real-time QoS as they rely on a control loop over
the forwarding (data) and control planes. We propose a
novel SDN-based QoS control framework that maintains
an accurate network model through network calculus to
avoid a control loop over forwarding and control planes,
allocates resources to and routes flows over a network
of “queue links,” whereby each physical network link
houses multiple queue links (with different QoS levels),
and manages QoS through a function split between
delay-constrained least-cost routing on the network of
queue links and the resource allocation to the queue
links. This function split greatly reduces the computational
complexity while achieving hard real-time QoS with high
bandwidth utilization. Our evaluation results indicate that
our function split approach allows for online runtime
admission control and can achieve bandwidth utilization
above 80% while meeting deterministic real-time QoS
requirements.

Index Terms—Bandwidth utilization, industrial network,
network calculus, real-time quality of service (QoS),
software-defined networking (SDN).

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation: Industrial Networking Quality of Service

INDUSTRIAL networks carry critical messages, e.g., control
signals, for large automated production facilities. Many of

these critical messages must be delivered with tight determinis-
tic real-time quality of service (QoS) [1]. A wide gamut of pro-
prietary industrial communications technologies have emerged
to provide these strict QoS [2]. These proprietary technologies
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are typically costly and lack a uniformly accepted standardized
communication framework.

B. Basis: Software-Defined Networking

The emergence of software-defined networking (SDN) with
a standardized OpenFlow protocol [3] provides a basis (general
framework) for introducing a uniform QoS networking approach
in the industrial networking domain. As elaborated in Section II,
several SDN-based QoS networking approaches have recently
been examined. However, the approaches developed to date
are not suitable for industrial QoS networking due to slow or
inaccurate QoS control or prohibitive computational effort for
the QoS control.

In this paper, we introduce a novel SDN-based QoS network-
ing approach that is fast and accurate for industrial QoS net-
working. Specifically, the proposed QoS networking approach
is accurate by deterministically modeling resource (bandwidth,
buffer) allocation and QoS parameter (delay budget) allocation
through network calculus. The proposed approach is fast by
avoiding a QoS control loop over the forwarding and control
planes. Rather, we close the QoS control loop only over the
model, load map, and routing blocks in the SDN control plane,
as illustrated in the left part of Fig. 1.

C. Contribution: Function Split Between Routing and
Resource Allocation

The core contribution of this paper is a novel function split
between routing and resource allocation for achieving hard real-
time industrial QoS with SDN networking. In order to enable
this function split, we introduce a novel “queue link” network
topology (see top-left of Fig. 1) that represents both the under-
lying physical link topology as well as the resource and QoS
parameter allocations. In particular, the resources (transmission
bit rate, buffer space) of a given link and QoS parameter budgets
(e.g., delay budgets) are proactively allocated to a set of QoS
queues that correspond to different levels of forwarding QoS
at the link. A standard reactive QoS routing algorithm, such as
delay-constrained least-cost (DCLC) routing [4], can then find
routes through the queue link network that meet the hard real-
time QoS. The route selection, thus, determines both the path
that an admitted flow takes through the physical links as well as
the QoS queues that the flow traverses in the individual physical
links.

We compare this novel function split SDN-based QoS ap-
proach through simulations with a monolithic mixed-integer
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Fig. 1. Conceptual comparison of existing real-time Ethernet architectures (right) with our novel approach (left). We maintain an accurate network
resource model in the SDN control plane, thus avoiding the signaling from the forwarding (data) plane to the control plane in existing architectures.
While existing architectures route on a network load map of physical links, we route on a network load map of queue links; whereby multiple
queue links for each physical link represent the different QoS levels of transmission over a given physical link. Call admission control involves the
following steps and information exchanges: A: Receive connection request, including QoS requirements; B: Find best path based on latest load map;
C: deploy path to network; D: update load map. Our proposed approach revises step D in the existing approaches (right side) by introducing the
network resource model. The network resource model tracks the network state D by combining static network information F, such as physical
topology, link rates, and buffer capacities, with the dynamics of the connection deployments E. The combined overall network resource model
provides then the up-to-date queue link network load map, which is utilized for the online admission control and routing.

programming (MIP)-based approach that jointly solves the
routing and resource/QoS parameter allocation problems. We
find that the novel function split approach with online admis-
sion control achieves network connection carrying capacities
and bandwidth utilizations that come relatively close to the com-
putationally prohibitive monolithic MIP approach.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Industrial QoS Networking

Decotingie [5] provided a broad overview of Ethernet-based
real-time communication, including deterministic Ethernet stan-
dards. A common example of an Ethernet-based real-time com-
munication system is Avionics Full DupleX Switched Ethernet
(AFDX), which can provide deterministic QoS [6]. However,
AFDX requires offline admission control, whereas our proposed
approach allows for fast online admission control decisions at
runtime. Moreover, AFDX typically utilizes a single queue for
each physical link, whereas our approach features multiple pri-
ority levels (queue links) for each physical link, allowing flexible
QoS management. The opportunity of cost reduction by using
off-the-shelf commodity hardware for real-time communica-
tion instead of specialized proprietary communication systems
was one trigger for the shift to Ethernet-based technology[2],
[7]. However, the commodity hardware does not fulfill all re-
quirements of real-time communication, which has led to the
development of proprietary Ethernet-based solutions [8]. The
proprietary industrial real-time communication solutions that
fulfill hard real-time requirements require changes of the net-
work protocol stack or topology restrictions or both, leading to
expensive hardware and software.

B. QoS Networking Frameworks

Before the emergence of SDN, several middleware layer and
interface architectures, e.g., [9], have been proposed for adaptive

QoS control that exploits real-time scheduling approaches [10].
These architectures involve a control loop that is closed over the
forwarding and control planes, as illustrated on the right side of
Fig. 1. Closed-loop control over both the forwarding and control
planes tends to introduce delays and measurement errors that are
difficult to correct to achieve fast accurate QoS control.

SDN [3] has recently emerged as a flexible control plane
paradigm, and several studies have begun to explore the implica-
tions of SDN for QoS networking. For instance, Jain et al. [11]
report on an SDN-based traffic engineering system for effi-
cient bandwidth usage in a backbone network, while Sharma
et al. [12] propose SDN-based network QoS control frame-
works. Policy Cop [13] is a closed-control loop system (over
forwarding and control planes) for providing aggregated and
per-flow QoS guarantees. Policy Cop determines the QoS level
of each forwarding device through statistical analysis of the for-
warding characteristics measured in the forwarding plane and is
thus not designed to provide deterministic QoS. Moreover, the
Policy Cop measurements in the forwarding plane introduce de-
lays and measurements errors, which lead to slow and possibly
erroneous QoS control actions. Sharma et al. [14] focus on the
management of minimum and maximum bandwidth allocations
for different QoS levels and do not consider delay requirements.
Modifications to the OpenFlow protocol for representing QoS
mechanisms have been formulated by Ishimori et al. [15].

C. Network Calculus

Network calculus [16] provides a mathematical framework
for calculating deterministic upper delay bounds of a network.
This mathematical model has been used for the dimensioning
and offline planning of real-time systems [8]. In contrast, we
employ network calculus for online modeling of the network at
runtime. Duan [17] developed an SDN-based network as a ser-
vice framework and derived network calculus to evaluate data
rates needed for fulfilling delay requirements in such a general
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framework. Similarly, Guck and Kellerer [18] have conducted
network calculus analysis to evaluate end-to-end delay guaran-
tees in SDN environments. The network calculus results served
as a basis for an offline MIP that evaluates admission control
(resource availability) decisions and routes flows, albeit for pro-
hibitive computational cost. In contrast, in this paper, we develop
a computationally efficient online function split framework for
runtime admission decisions and routing while maintaining the
network-calculus-based real-time guarantees.

III. SETTING: INDUSTRIAL REAL-TIME COMMUNICATION

WITH SDN

A. Industrial Real-Time QoS Requirements

The industrial communication network has to fulfill hard real-
time requirements [2]. This means that a data transmission has
to be completed within a given time; otherwise, the connection
is deemed as broken. There is also the soft real-time requirement
class, which defines the deadline as a soft border. The connection
counts only as broken if the deadline is violated several times.
We focus on hard real-time requirements.

B. SDN-Based QoS Approach

SDN provides fine-granular access to the forwarding (data)
plane. This fine-granular forwarding plane control can serve
as the basis for the operation of real-time QoS communication
mechanisms, including admission control, scheduling, and re-
source allocation mechanisms. Specifically, for achieving indus-
trial real-time communication based on SDN, it is first necessary
to define a model for all forwarding elements in the network.
This network model creates an abstraction layer between SDN
hardware and SDN applications. This abstraction should allow
for the development of QoS-aware SDN applications indepen-
dent from the network hardware.

The SDN hardware capabilities can include the queue buffer
size, the number of queues at the links, the employed scheduling
algorithm, the given data transmission rates, and the topology.
On the other hand, an application may simply express its de-
mands in terms of tolerable mean delay, maximum delay, jitter,
and loss rate, as well as mean data rate and burstiness of the
traffic flow. The abstraction layer should use these application
parameters and the knowledge of the network to decide how to
best fulfill the demands. This abstraction can, in principle, be
done with any imaginable network model, such as statistical, de-
terministic, measurement-based, or calculation based-models,
or combinations thereof.

C. Deterministic Network Calculus Model of Static
Priority Scheduling

We employ deterministic network calculus [16] to bound the
maximum (worst-case) delay per hop. The deterministic net-
work calculus model for the worst-case delay allows for rela-
tively easy admission control. In particular, due to the allocation
of worst-case delay budgets to the priority queues (as detailed
in Section VI-B), the models of the different priority queues at
a given link (hop) are independent. Thus, admission decisions

of low-priority queues do not have to be recalculated every time
a flow is added to a high-priority queue.

We employ nonpreemptive static priority scheduling, which
transmits a packet from a given priority class (queue) only
if all higher priority queues are empty, but does not interrupt
an ongoing packet transmission. Static priority scheduling is
simple as it does not not require any parameter configuration
beyond the number of priority queues, yet supports a broad
range of delay bounds. We assume throughout this paper
that the (computational) processing delay of each forwarding
element is negligible.

IV. FUNCTION SPLIT QOS FRAMEWORK

Industrial QoS networking with a centralized SDN controller
poses the general problems of path computation (routing) and
resource allocation. The joint solution of the combined routing
and resource allocation problem is NP-hard. This can be derived
from the observation that the path computation problem corre-
sponds to the well-known DCLC routing problem [4], which is
NP-hard. Thus, the combined problem, which adds the resource
allocation problem to the DCLC problem, is also NP-hard. The
combined routing and resource allocation problem can be for-
mulated (with simplifications of some quadratic equations [18])
as a MIP. The MIP solves both the routing and resource alloca-
tion problems jointly but incurs prohibitive computation times
already for small networks (see comparisons in Section IX).
The monolithic MIP solution approach cannot be employed for
runtime decisions in realistic-sized industrial networks.

In order to reduce the computational effort for solving the
general routing and resource allocation problem so as to oper-
ate SDN-based industrial QoS networks at runtime, we split the
problem into two functions: an online function for DCLC rout-
ing [19], [20] and an offline function for resource allocation. We
operate the online routing (as explained in Section VI) within the
closed loop in the SDN control plane illustrated in the left part
of Fig. 1. We model the state of the network through a queue link
topology model introduced in Section V in conjunction with the
network resource model introduced in Section VII. The queue
link topology model represents the different priority queues that
operate on each physical network link. We allocate each priority
queue a fixed buffer size since buffer sizes are typically fixed
in practical switches. We also allocate to each priority queue
a fixed delay budget and consider the transmission bit rate as
the main “resource” to be allocated to the individual priority
queues at a link. Based on historical statistics or predictions and
a resource allocation process running in the background (see
Section VIII), we allocate the transmission bit rates offline to
the individual priority queues (queue links).

V. QUEUE LINK NETWORK TOPOLOGY

We consider origin (source) nodes connected by switching
nodes and directed links to destination nodes. We denote N
for the set of all nodes in the network. In our real-time QoS
framework, each switching node may be viewed as a collection
of queues that are allocated specific transmission bit rate and
buffer space resources. We define the network formed by the
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Fig. 2. Illustrative example of queue link network model. One ori-
gin node, four switching nodes, and one destination node are inter-
connected by physical links in the feedforward (left to right) direc-
tion. The nodes are indexed by integers 1 through 6, i.e., the set of
network nodes is N = { 1, 2, . . . , 6}. Each physical link emanating
from a switching node contains Qu ,v = 2 priority queue links while
source nodes have one queue. A queue link (edge) (u, v, q) con-
nects priority queue q in node u to node v. Thus, the set of edges is
E = {(1, 2, 1), (2, 3, 1), (2, 3, 2), (2, 4, 1), (2, 4, 2), . . . , (5, 6, 2)}.

queues in the switching nodes and the links interconnecting the
switching nodes as a queue link network. A preliminary outline
of the queue link network was presented in [21]. We denote
Qu,v for the number of priority queues in a given switching
node u for the physical link from switching node u to node
v; origin nodes are considered to have one priority queue. (We
note that the lowest priority queue can be defined as best effort
queue.) We define the directed queue link (u, v, q) to connect
queue q in node u via the physical link between nodes u and v
to node v. The queue link concept is illustrated for the example
of a simple feedforward network with Qu,v = 2 queues in each
physical link in Fig. 2. We define the set E = {(u, v, q)}, u, v ∈
N , q = 1, . . . , Qu,v , to denote the set of all queue links (edges)
in a given queue link network, as summarized in Table I.

VI. ONLINE ROUTING AND ADMISSION CONTROL

A. Background on a General DCLC Routing Problem

For a network graph G consisting of the set of network nodes
N and edges E , i.e., G = (N , E), let P(o, d) denote the set of
paths between the given source (origin) node o and destination
node d of flow f with delay limit (constraint) tf . For a path
cost function C(Pi), the DCLC routing problem [4] is generally
formulated with the objective function

min
Pi ∈P′(o,d)

C(Pi) (1)

and constraint

P′(o, d) = {Pi ∈ P(o, d) | D(Pi) ≤ tf } (2)

where D(Pi) denotes the end-to-end delay of path Pi . That
is, only the end-to-end paths Pi ∈ P′(o, d) that meet the delay
limit tf of flow f , i.e., the paths Pi that satisfy D(Pi) ≤ tf ,
are considered in the search for the minimum cost path. We
denote DCLC Algorithm(G, tf ) for an algorithm, e.g., based
on [4], [19], and [20], that solves the conventional DCLC

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MAIN NOTATIONS

Network model

N Set of nodes in network
Qu , v Number of priority queues in physical link (u, v )
(u, v , q) Queue link from node u to node v via queue q

in node u

Lu , v Set of queue links traversing physical link (u, v )
Ru , v Transm. bit rate [bit/s] of physical link (u, v )
E = {(u, v , q)} Set of edges in queue link network
G = (N , E) Queue link network graph
I(u) Set of incoming physical links to node u

Flow model

F Set of active (accepted) flows in network
Fu , v , q Set of flows traversing queue link (u, v , q)
of , df Origin and destination nodes of flow f ∈ F
rf Avg. (mean) bit rate [bit/s] of flow f

bf Burstiness parameter [Byte] of flow f

tf End-to-end delay limit [s] of flow f

Network resource model

AR [u, v , q ] Bit rate allocated to queue link (u, v , q)
AB [u, v , q ] Buffer capacity allocated to queue link (u, v , q)
UR [u, v , q ] Utilized mean bit rate of queue link (u, v , q)
UB [u, v , q ] Utilized buffer space of queue link (u, v , q)
IR [n, u, v , q ] Incoming agg. mean rate from prior node n

via queue q of node u to node v

IB [n, u, v , q ] Incoming burst from prior node n

via queue q of node u to node v

Queue link (edge) model

c(u, v , q) �→ R+ Cost of using queue link (u, v , q)
p(u, v , q) Priority level of queue feeding into
�→ 1, 2, . . . , Qu , v queue link (u, v , q)
S (u, v , q) Transm. bit rate available to queue link (u, v , q)

(= Ru , v − bit rate alloc. to higher priority queues)
T [u, v , q ] Delay budget (worst-case delay) of queue link

(u, v , q)

Path model

P(o, d) Set of all possible paths from origin o ∈ N to
destination d ∈ N over edges in E .

Pf DCLC path {(up , vp , qp )}p = 0 , 1 , . . . , p m a x , f

C (Pi ) Cost of path Pi , see Eq. (11)
D (Pi ) End-to-end worst-case delay of path Pi , see Eq. (3)

problem represented by objective function (1) and constraint (2)
in a centralized fashion in the SDN controller.

B. Proposed Online Routing and Admission Control

1) Offline Worst-Case Delay (Delay Budget) Alloca-
tion: Our function split QoS framework allocates to each queue
link (u, v, q) a delay budget (worst-case delay) T[u, v, q] (see
Section VIII). We base the delay budget T[u, v, q] on the worst-
case queue link delay resulting from the offline queue link allo-
cations of transmission bit rate AR [u, v, q] and buffer capacity
AB [u, v, q] [see (12)]. Our online admission control evaluates
the path delay based on the worst-case queue link delays (queue
link delay budgets), i.e.,

D(Pi) =
∑

(u,v ,q)∈Pi

T[u, v, q]. (3)

2) Online Rate, Buffer, and Delay Budget Checking:
The network calculus based evaluation of the queue link delay
budget T[u, v, q] ensures that the actual packet delay at queue
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link (u, v, q) does not exceed T[u, v, q] as long as the utilized
rate UR [u, v, q] and buffer UB [u, v, q] stay below the corre-
sponding queue link allocations of rate AR [u, v, q] and buffer
AB [u, v, q]. For the online admission control, it suffices, there-
fore, to verify that a newly added flow f meets three constraints.

1) Rate constraint: The rate utilization due to already
admitted flows UR [u, v, q] plus the rate of the new
flow rf stays below the rate allocation AR [u, v, q],
i.e., UR [u, v, q] + rf < AR [u, v, q] at each queue link
(u, v, q).

2) Buffer (burst) constraint: The buffer utilization stays
below the buffer allocation, i.e., UB [u, v, q] + bf <
AB [u, v, q] at each queue link (u, v, q).

3) Delay constraint: The worst-case path delay D(Pi) is
below the flow delay limit tf , i.e., D(Pi) < tf .

In the proposed online admission control, the worst-case path
delay is based only on the offline rate and buffer allocations and
is independent of the routes of the admitted flows through the
queue link network. The rates and buffers utilized by the routes
of the admitted flows through the queue link network are tracked
(online) by the network resource model (see Section VII) and are
used for checking the rate and buffer constraints. In summary,
in the proposed online admission control, the checking of the
delay constraint does not consider the utilization of the network.
Rather, the checking of the rate and buffer constraints consider
the current network utilization and ensure that the utilizations
stay low enough to assure the (offline) allocated worst-case
delays (delay budgets).

3) Implementation With Standard DCLC Algorithm:
We implement our online admission control with a conven-
tional DCLC algorithm as follows. First, we restrict the set of
edges E∗(f) considered for the routing of a new flow f to the
edges that can accommodate the rate rf and burst size bf in
addition to the already utilized rate UR [u, v, q] and buffer space
UB [u, v, q] while not exceeding the rate allocation AR [u, v, q]
and buffer allocation AB [u, v, q], as specified in lines 2 and 3
of the online routing and admission control algorithm in Fig. 3.
The resulting network graph G∗(f) (see line 4) along with the
delay limit tf is the input for a standard DCLC routing algorithm
(line 5 in Fig. 3).

If no path is found, then the flow request is rejected (lines 6–8);
otherwise, the flow is admitted. We denote Pf for the path of an
admitted flow f . Specifically, we denote

Pf = {(up, vp , qp)}p=0,1,...,pm a x , f
(4)

for the ordered sequence of queue links that constitute the path,
whereby (u0 , v0 , q0) denotes the queue link from the source
node to the first switching node and (upm a x , f

, vpm a x , f
, qpm a x , f

)
denotes the queue link from the last switching node on the path
to the destination node.

VII. NETWORK RESOURCE MODEL

A. Overview

The network resource model tracks the usage of the link queue
transmission bit rates and buffers, i.e., all the variables in the
network resource model section of Table I. These resource usage

Fig. 3. Algorithm for online routing and admission control. If a new flow
f is admissible, i.e., a path is found that can accommodate the added
rate rf (line 2), added burst size bf (line 3), and delay limit (deadline
constraint) tf (line 5), then the new flow f is added to the network
calculus based network resource model (lines 9–18).

metrics are required for the online admission decisions, i.e., the
search for a DCLC path for a new flow. Based on the tracked
resource usage metrics (which are maintained in the queue link
network load map), the model allows for fast online admission
control decisions in the control plane without interacting with
the data plane.

We present the algorithms for tracking the resource usage
in Section VII-B. The resource tracking requires the available
transmission bit rates S(u, v, q) and the maximum buffer uti-
lizations Bmax(u, v, q) of a queue link (u, v, q) on a path con-
sidered for a new flow. We note that S(u, v, q) and Bmax(u, v, q)
are auxiliary variables that are only computed for updating
(tracking) the buffer usage UB [u, v, q] in our network resource
model. The evaluation of these auxiliary variables S(u, v, q)
and Bmax(u, v, q) is detailed in Section VII-C. Section VII-D
presents routing cost functions, including one cost function
building on the maximum buffer utilization Bmax(u, v, q).

B. Resource Tracking

If there is a suitable path Pf , then the incoming rate and burst
variables IR and IB for the source node and all nodes along the
path are updated (see Fig. 3, lines 9–13). Then, the bandwidth
and buffer utilization variables UR and UB are updated, using
the maximum buffer utilization Bmax derived in Section VII-C
(see Fig. 3, lines 14–18). Fig. 4 presents the algorithm for the
removal of a flow f . The flow parameters have to be subtracted
from every corresponding counter variable.

C. Evaluation of Available Transmission Bit Rate and
Maximum Buffer Utilization

The available queue link transmission bit rate S(u, v, q) is
the (physical) link transmission bit rate Ruv minus the sum of
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Fig. 4. Algorithm for removing an existing flow f from the network
resource model.

the transmission bit rates allocated to the queues with higher
priority than the considered queue q:

S(u, v, q) = Ru,v −
∑

l∈Lu , v

AR [u, v, l] 1{p(u,v ,l)>p(u,v ,q)} (5)

where 1{A} denotes the basic indicator function, which is one if
A is true and zero otherwise.

Based on network calculus principles [16], [18], our net-
work resource model evaluates a bound on the maximum buffer
utilization Bmax(u, v, q) for a queue link (u, v, q) as follows.
We consider a given node u and first bound the amount of
traffic arriving from incoming physical links from prior nodes
n ∈ I(u). For a given prior node n, the amount of incom-
ing traffic to queue link (u, v, q) is bounded by the incom-
ing burst size IB [n, u, v, q] and mean aggregate incoming traf-
fic rate IR [n, u, v, q]. Specifically, the incoming traffic amount
cannot exceed IB [n, u, v, q] + IR [n, u, v, q]t for any positive
time duration t. Moreover, the incoming traffic cannot ex-
ceed the transmission bit rate Rn,u of the physical link (n, u).
For positive burst size IB [n, u, v, q] and a stable link with
IR [n, u, v, q] < Rn,u , the overall bound

αn (t) = min {IB [n, u, v, q] + IR [n, u, v, q]t, Rn,u t} (6)

on the amount of traffic arriving over a time period t is concave.
In order to reduce notational clutter, we omit the queue link
notation (u, v, q) from αn (t); however, it is understood that
αn (t) applies to a given queue link (u, v, q). The concave bound
αn (t) has a “knee point” at the time value where the two bounds
in (6) intersect, i.e., at

Δ[n, u, v, q] =
IB [n, u, v, q]

Rn,u − IR [n, u, v, q]
. (7)

The aggregate amount of traffic arriving from the set of prior
nodes n ∈ I(u) to queue link (u, v, q) is bounded by the sum
of the bounds αn (t) from the individual prior nodes n:

α(t) =
∑

n∈I(u)

αn (t). (8)

The concave bound α(t) on the amount of arriving traffic is
illustrated for an example with two prior nodes in Fig. 5. The
aggregate bound α(t) has knee points at times Δ(n, u, v, q), n ∈
I(u), i.e., there are as many knee points as prior nodes feeding
into queue link (u, v, q) (whereby multiple knee points can co-
incide when the corresponding parameter values are identical).

Fig. 5. Illustration of evaluation of maximum buffer utilization Bm ax at
a queue link (u, v, q). The transmission bit rates Rn ,u of the incoming
physical links as well as the incoming mean bit rates and burst sizes of
the admitted flows determine the concave bound α(t) on the maximum
amount of arriving traffic within a time interval of duration t. Comparing
the differences between α(t) and the traffic transmitted with the guaran-
teed available transmission bit rate S(u, v, q) at the “knee points” of the
concave bound α(t) gives Bm ax .

The buffer occupancy (utilization) at queue link (u, v, q) is
bounded by the difference between the aggregate bound α(t) on
the amount of arriving traffic and the amount of traffic transmit-
ted with the available transmission bit rate S(u, v, q) from (5).
In particular, due to the concave shape of the aggregate bound
α(t), the maximum buffer utilization Bmax(u, v, q) of queue
link (u, v, q) must occur at one of the knee points specified by
(7). Thus

Bmax(u, v, q) = max
n∈I(u)

{α(Δ[n, u, v, q])

− S(u, v, q)Δ[n, u, v, q]} . (9)

D. Routing Cost Functions

We introduce two per-hop cost components and correspond-
ing cost functions. Our “simple” per-hop cost component counts
the number of queues q with a priority level less than or
equal to the priority level p(u, v, q) of the queue q traversed
by the considered flow. With q = 1 denoting the lowest prior-
ity and q = Qu,v denoting the highest priority, the number of
queues with lower (or equal) priority than queue q is simply
cs(u, v, q) = q.

Our “buffer-aware” per-hop cost component counts the buffer
usage Bfn e w

max − Bmax due to a new flow fnew being added to the
existing set of flows. This buffer usage is normalized by the
allocated buffer space AB [u, v, q] and the burstiness bfn e w of
the new flow:

cb(u, v, q) =
Bfn e w

max (u, v, q) − Bmax(u, v, q)
AB [u, v, q] bfn e w

. (10)

The total cost of an end-to-end path is the sum of the per-
hop cost components c(u, v, q) (e.g., c(u, v, q) = cs(u, v, q) or
cb(u, v, q)) along the traversed path, i.e.,

C(Pi) =
∑

(u,v ,q)∈Pi

c(u, v, q). (11)
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VIII. OFFLINE RESOURCE ALLOCATION

A. General Considerations

With our network model, the resource allocation can read-
ily be executed periodically in the background to optimize the
queue link configuration of each physical link. Generally, a po-
tential resource allocation algorithm has to optimize the alloca-
tion of the physical transmission bit rate to the different queues
of a link to eliminate bottlenecks. Bottlenecks could arise for
each of the three types of resources:

1) data rate, indicated through the utilized mean transmis-
sion bit rate UR [u, v, q];

2) buffer space, indicated through the utilized buffer
UB [u, v, q];

3) delay limit utilization, indicated through the difference
between the delay limits tf and the worst-case path delays
D(Pf ) (3).

For an actual network operating with the proposed function
split approach, only the online routing needs to be executed
when a new flow requests admission. As the arrivals of new
flow requests or departures of existing flows occur typically on
a slow time scale, significant changes in the resource utilization
of the queue links occur only slowly. Thus, executing the re-
source allocation periodically in the background will typically
be sufficient for conducting the routing (and admission control)
with a resource allocation that is (nearly) up to date and close
to optimal for the currently carried flows.

The resource allocation in the background should allocate
transmission bit ratesAR [u, v, q] to the individual priority queue
links so as to minimize a general resource allocation cost func-
tion based on the utilized rate, buffer, and delay budget. Based
on the transmission bit rate allocations AR [u, v, q], we evaluate
then the worst-case delay (delay budget) T [u, v, q] of a given
queue link based on network calculus principles [16], [18]. Re-
call that AB [u, v, l] specifies the available buffer size for queue
link (u, v, l) and let Pmax denote the maximum size of Ethernet
packets (typically 1500 Byte). Moreover, recall from Section
VII-C that S(u, v, q) (5) denotes the transmission bit rate avail-
able at queue link (u, v, q). In the worst case, a given packet
has to wait for transmission of all buffered traffic with the same
or higher priority as well as, possibly, the completion of an
ongoing transmission of a lower priority packet that cannot be
interrupted, i.e.,

T(u, v, q) =

∑
l∈Lu v

AB [u, v, l] 1{p(u,v ,l)≥p(u,v ,q)} + Pmax

S(u, v, q)
.

(12)
The optimal solution of the general resource allocation prob-

lem is beyond the scope of this paper. However, in order to
illustrate a possible resource allocation approach for our over-
all function split QoS framework, we propose an elementary
resource (rate) allocation algorithm in the next subsection.

B. Elementary Resource Allocation Algorithm

Initially, for the commencement of operation of a network,
link rates are allocated according to historic traffic observations
for similar networks and predictions of traffic patterns, similar

Fig. 6. Resource allocation algorithm executed periodically in back-
ground. The algorithm cycles through all switching nodes σ, and corre-
sponding physically connected outgoing (next-hop) nodes ω. The cur-
rent real network resource model is first copied over to a virtual net-
work resource model to examine candidate resource (rate) allocations
AR [σ, ω, q]q∈Lσ , ω to the set Lσ,ω of queue links traversing physical
link (σ, ω). The candidate allocations AR [σ, ω, q]q∈Lσ , ω are from a pre-
scribed set R. The resource allocation AR ,m ax supporting the highest
number of flows, as determined by the flow count estimation algorithm
in Fig. 7, is implemented in the real network resource model (provided
AR ,m ax supports more flows than the current allocation).

to [22]. Then, the resource allocation algorithm in Figs. 6 and 7
is periodically employed in the background (offline) to sequen-
tially examine rate allocations at the individual switching nodes
σ. For a given switching node σ, each physically connected out-
going (next-hop) node ω ∈ Oσ is considered. The current state
of the network resource model (see Section VII) is copied over
to a virtual network resource model, which is then used (in the
background) for executing the resource allocation algorithm.

The brute-force search in line 11 of Fig. 6 is over a prescribed
reasonably large set R of rate allocations AR [σ, ω, q]q∈Lσ , ω

to
all the queue links q ∈ Lσ,ω traversing the considered physical
link (σ, ω). For instance, in our numerical evaluations in
Section IX-B, we consider the allocation of the total physical
transmission bit rate 1 Gb/s in 5 Mbyte/s steps to the individual
queue links.

For a given considered rate allocation to all the queue links
AR [σ, ω, q]q∈Lσ , ω

, the algorithm in Fig. 7 estimates the number
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Fig. 7. Flow count estimator algorithm for testing a candidate resource
(rate) allocation AR [σ, ω, q]q∈Lσ , ω . The admitted flows that are currently
traversing the examined physical link (σ, ω) are added one by one to
the virtual network resource model. After all admitted flows have been
successfully added, additional new flows are generated according to
a statistical model of the flows currently traversing the link (σ, ω). The
total number of flows (already admitted flows plus new flows from the
statistical model) that the node can accommodate subject to the QoS
constraints is returned to the resource allocation algorithm in Fig. 6.

of flows that can be supported in two main steps. In a first step
(lines 2–6), the already admitted flows are added one-by-one
back into the virtual network resource model. If all admitted
flows can still be accommodated, the second step (lines 8–12)
estimates the number of additional flows that the node can carry
with the considered rate allocation. For this estimation, new
flows are generated from a statistical flow model. The statistical
flow model could, for instance, average the flow model parame-
ter values (see Table I) of the admitted flows Tσ,ω or uniformly
randomly draw each added flow from Tσ,ω (which is considered
in our evaluations in Section IX).

We note that the resource allocation algorithm in Fig. 6 always
starts from a valid state since the admission control has only ad-
mitted flows whose delay limits can be met with the currently
considered network resource allocation. The search for a new
rate allocation pattern on the virtual network resource model de-
livers a pattern that supports at least the currently admitted flows
(and potentially additional new flows). Thus, already admitted
flows are guaranteed to still have a valid path when a new re-
source allocation pattern is adopted in line 19 of Fig. 6. Line 21
uses (12) to update the queue link delay budgets T[σ, ω, q],
which are used to evaluate the delay constraints of new flow
requests [see (3)]. The flows are shifted to their valid paths with
the new resource allocation pattern through executing the flow
removal and addition in line 24 of Fig. 6. Running this resource
allocation algorithm periodically in the background following
the general strategies for periodic background processes in net-
works [23] adapts the resource allocation to the admitted traffic
flows and, if possible, allows for the admission of new flows.

IX. SIMULATION EVALUATION

A. Network Setup and Traffic Mixes

We emphasize that the function split QoS framework pro-
posed in the preceding Sections VI–VIII is applicable to

Fig. 8. Illustration of unidirectional ring physical link topology for eval-
uation of the end-to-end real-time QoS framework with function split be-
tween resource (transmission bit rate) allocation to priority queue links
and routing through queue links. Each link has 1 Gb/s and four prior-
ity queues, each with 90 000 Byte buffer (as per NEC PF5240 switch
specifications).

TABLE II
TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS AND DELAY LIMITS OF THE CONSIDERED

INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC SERVICE CLASSES

Service Mean Bit Rate Burst Size Delay Limit
Class rc [kByte/s] bc [Byte] tc [ms]

c = 1 10 100 5
c = 2 10 100 10
c = 3 10 100 20
c = 4 10 100 50

Each traffic class has a packet size of 64 Byte.

arbitrary network structures that can be modeled with the queue
link network topology introduced in Section V. For the simula-
tion evaluations in this section, we consider a unidirectional ring,
which is a typical elementary industrial network structure, to
illustrate the performance characteristics of the proposed func-
tion split QoS framework. The ring has six switching nodes and
six source/destination nodes (see Fig. 8). Each switching node
output port (link) has four output queues operating with strict
priority scheduling (without preemption). Note that the result-
ing queue link network has for three hops already 64 possible
paths. Each flow belongs to one of the four service classes in
Table II. Specifically, we consider the ensemble of 968 traffic
mixes obtained by letting each of the four traffic service classes
contribute 5, 10, 15,. . ., 85% of the total traffic. Independently
of the service class, we draw for each flow a random hop dis-
tance according to a short (S) hop distance scenario with 70%
of the flows transmitted over one hop, 20% over two hops, and
10% over three hops and a long (L) hop distance scenario with
10% one hop, 10% two hops, 20% three hops, 30% four hops,
and 30% five hops flows.

B. Evaluation Procedures

1) Online Routing and Admission Control: In order
to obtain detailed insights into the performance of our on-
line routing algorithm, including the online admission con-
trol for new flows, we consider the online routing initially in
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION TIMES FOR SHORT-HOP-DISTANCE

SCENARIO: ONLINE ROUTING AND ADMISSION CONTROL FOR A SINGLE
FLOW VERSUS OFFLINE (BACKGROUND) RESOURCE ALLOCATION (ONE
ITERATION THROUGH ALL SIX SWITCHING NODES) VERSUS MIP FOR

RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND ROUTING.

Online Routing Offline Resource MIP: Res. Alloc.
and Adm. Control Allocation and Routing

25th percentile 2.85 μs 24.9 s 148 s
mean 3.47 μs 27.1 s 333 s
75th percentile 3.95 μs 29.9 s 333 s

isolation from the offline resource allocation algorithm in
Section VIII-B. In particular, we consider 2925 rate alloca-
tion patterns AR [u, v, q] obtained by allocating the R = 1 Gb/s
physical link rate in 5 MByte/s steps to the Qu,v = 4 priority
queue links (q = 1, 2, 3, 4) for each physical link. For each rate
allocation pattern, we successively add in flows according to a
given considered traffic mix (out of a total of 968 considered
traffic mixes). For each new flow, we run the online routing
and admission control algorithm. We gradually add in as many
flows as admissible subject to the QoS requirements. We, thus,
find the best and the worst resource allocation pattern, i.e., the
pattern that leads to the most carried (admitted) flows and the
fewest carried flows in the network among the 2925 considered
rate allocation patterns.

2) Offline Resource Allocation: For the evaluation of the
offline resource allocation from Section VIII, we simulate the
continuous operation of the network for each of the 968 traffic
mixes. Specifically, we initialize the network with a uniform
(equal) split of the physical transmission bit rates to the queue
links. Then, we continuously try to add in more flows of the
considered traffic mix (using the online routing and admission
control), while the resource allocation proceeds once in the
background through all six switching nodes.

3) Comparison Benchmark: MIP Solution: We compare
with the results generated by the offline MIP solution to the joint
problem of routing and resource allocation in [18]. This compar-
ison provides a benchmark for the performance of 1) our online
routing and admission control algorithm, which is only optimal
for the routing of each flow, and 2) our offline resource alloca-
tion algorithm which sequentially considers rate allocations at
individual nodes. The MIP solution finds an overall optimum
for the joint routing and resource allocation.

C. Computation Time

In Table III, we compare the computation time of the offline
MIP algorithm [18] with the total computation time for the re-
source allocation algorithm from Section VIII-B and the online
routing (and admission control) from Section VI-B. We con-
sider the short-hop-distance scenario with up to three hops, for
which the MIP is computationally feasible (the MIP becomes
computationally prohibitive for the long-hop-distance scenario).
All times were measured for computations on the same phys-
ical computing hardware in order to allow for meaningful

Fig. 9. Comparison of the CDF (across the 968 traffic mixes) of the
average link (rate) utilization for the online routing evaluation for fixed
rate allocations from Section IX-B1 (showing curves for the worst and
the best rate allocation), the evaluation of online routing in conjunction
with the background resource allocation algorithm from Section IX-B2
(bcf-res. alloc.), and the MIP benchmark evaluation from Section IX-B3.
The short (S, up to three hops) and long (L, up to five hops) hop distances
are considered. The scf and the bcf routing cost functions are considered
for the evaluation from Section IX-B1.

computation time comparisons of the different approaches. The
computation times in Table III are based on the 968 different
traffic mixes, i.e., the variations of the computing times repre-
sent the variations due to the different traffic mixes. We observe
that the mean total computation time (for a given arbitrary traf-
fic mix) for the online routing and admission decision for a
new flow seeking admission to the network is less than 5 μs.
While the delay for making routing and admission decisions in
the controller does not impact the packet delay of established
flows on the forwarding (data) plane, the very fast routing and
admission control computation in combination with real-time
QoS control channel flows that could be established between
switches and the controller could ensure delay bounds for flow
establishment.

One iteration of the resource allocation algorithm through all
six switching nodes, which is executed in the background, i.e.,
does not impede the online routing and admission control, takes
on the order of 30 s. In contrast, the MIP takes on the order of a
few hundred seconds.

D. Utilization of Links, Buffers, and Delay Limits

We present cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots
(across the 968 traffic mixes) in Figs. 9–11 for the following.

1) The average link (rate) utilization defined as the mean
utilization of all links in the network (see Fig. 9).

2) The average buffer utilization defined as the mean uti-
lization of all buffers in the network (see Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the CDF of the average buffer utilization of
the overall network for the three evaluation procedures from Sections
IX-B1–IX-B3 for the scf and bcf for short (S) and long (L) hop distance
scenarios.

Fig. 11. Comparison of the average delay deviation (difference be-
tween delay limit tf and worst-case path delay D(Pf )) of the overall
network for the three evaluation procedures from Sections IX-B1–IX-B3
for the scf and bcf for short (S) and long (L) hop distance scenarios.

3) The average delay deviation defined as the average of the
deviations of the end-to-end worst-case path delay D(Pf )
form the delay limit tf in percent, i.e., the average of
(tf − D(Pf ))/tf , over all flows f carried in the network
(see Fig. 11).

We focus initially on the online routing and MIP results for
the link rate utilization in Fig. 9 and the buffer utilization in
Fig. 10 for the short-hop-distance scenario. The results for the
link utilization in Fig. 9 indicate higher bandwidth utilizations

with the buffer-aware routing cost function (bcf) than the simple
cost function (scf). For the best resource (rate) allocation, the
bcf routing achieves up to 93% link utilization compared to up
to close to 60% link utilization with scf routing (and compared
to up to 100% with the MIP).

At the same time, we observe from Fig. 10 that the scf rout-
ing leads to a higher average buffer utilization than bcf routing.
For the best resource allocation (that maximizes the number of
flows), the scf routing almost fully utilizes the buffers, whereas
bcf routing utilizes approximately 65–92% of the buffers. The
scf (see Section VII-D) counts the number of queues with equal
or lower priority and thus strives to route flows through low-
priority queues. However, due to the principles of deterministic
network calculus, the low-priority queues have only relatively
low guaranteed available transmission bit rates S [see (5)], since
the transmission bit rates allocated to higher priority queues are
not considered to be available for the low-priority queue. The
low level of guaranteed available transmission bit rate S leads
to a high worst-case maximum buffer occupancy (utilization)
Bmax [see (9)] for the low-priority queues. In contrast, the
buffer-aware cost function (bcf) considers directly the maxi-
mum buffer occupancy [see (10)] and accordingly routes flows
through a mix of low- and high-priority queues so as to “save”
buffer space. Comparing Figs. 9 and 10, we observe that for the
considered networking scenario, the buffer space becomes the
bottleneck resource for the scf routing: The scf routing utilizes
nearly all available buffers for average link utilizations close to
60%. In contrast, bcf routing achieves up to 93% link utilization
while requiring less than 92% of the available buffer for the
worst-case Bmax requirements.

We observe that for a given routing cost function, there is
a wide gap between the utilization achieved with the best and
worst resource (rate) allocations patterns AR [u, v, q]. We plot
the utilization results for both the best and worst rate allocations
to illustrate the impact of the rate allocation on the performance
of the introduced function split QoS framework. Moreover, we
observe from Fig. 9 that the elementary resource allocation al-
gorithm from Section VIII-B (bcf-res. alloc. curve) also covers
a fairly wide range of utilization levels. The elementary algo-
rithm that considers rate allocations at individual nodes gives
poor rate allocations for some traffic mixes, as indicated by the
wide gap to the bcf-best curve at the bottom of Fig. 9. However,
for over 60% of the traffic mixes, the elementary resource allo-
cation is within 25% of the maximal supported number of flows
of the bcf-best scenario. The refinement of the resource alloca-
tion within the function split QoS framework, e.g., by jointly
considering rate allocations to several switching nodes, is an
important direction for future research.

We observe from Figs. 9 and 10 that the long (L) hop
distance scenario gives generally lower link and buffer uti-
lizations than the short (S) hop distance scenario. The bcf
routing with offline resource allocation (bcf-res. alloc. curve),
for instance, has 5–10% lower link and buffer utilizations for
the long-hop distance than for short-hop distance. The bcf-best
approach achieves bandwidth utilizations up to around 84%
for the long-hop-distance scenario compared to up to 93% for
the short-hop-distance scenario. This is mainly because the
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long-hop-distance flows require rate and buffer allocations at
more successive switch queue links and are, therefore, more
difficult to accommodate, leading to fewer admitted flows and
hence lower utilization levels.

Fig. 11 indicates that the bcf (for the best rate allocation) has a
slightly higher average delay deviation between the delay limits
and the worst-case path delays than the scf. This means that the
bcf gives on average a shorter path delay D(Pf ), i.e., utilized
less of the available delay limit tf than the scf. However, even
the MIP has an average deviation of over 60%, i.e., the path de-
lays D(Pf ) are less than 40% of the delay limits tf for all traffic
mixes. The delay deviation curves are fairly close together, ex-
cept for the scf (with the worst rate allocation) which utilizes on
average only about 10% of the delay limits for roughly 70% of
the traffic mixes. Overall, these delay deviation results indicate
that the delay limits are on average only partly utilized, i.e., the
packet traffic arrives typically well before the deadlines. We also
observe from Fig. 11 that the long-hop-distance scenario utilizes
10–20% more of the delay budget than the short-hop-distance
scenario.

Overall, the results indicate that the introduced split function
QoS framework makes very quick runtime admission decisions
while providing deterministic worst-case QoS guarantees. In
conjunction with suitable offline (background) resource alloca-
tion, the connection carrying capacity and bandwidth utilization
of our split function QoS network comes for short-hop distances
in the considered ring topology example network to within 7%
of the performance of a monolithic MIP that jointly optimizes
routing and resource allocation.

X. CONCLUSION

We have developed a novel function split framework for
achieving the hard real-time QoS required by industrial commu-
nication based on SDN. Our approach splits the online routing
(and admission control) from the background allocation of trans-
mission bit rates to priority queues. The function split operates
in the context of a network of queue links that provide a range of
QoS priorities at each switching nodes. Online DCLC routing
selects the switching nodes as well as QoS priority queues that a
flow traverses so as to meet its end-to-end delay requirement and
to minimize a routing cost function. The function split frame-
work can be implemented with any SDN controller that has a
global view of the network and can set the queue level flow rules.

Our evaluations for two routing cost functions indicate that
the proposed function split approach makes accurate routing
and admission control decisions within a few microseconds,
compared to hundreds of seconds required by a monolithic MIP
approach that jointly optimizes routing and resource allocation.
At the same time, our approach achieves up to approximately
93% average link utilization in an example industrial commu-
nication scenario compared to close to 100% utilization by the
MIP approach.

There are several directions for future research within the
split function QoS framework introduced in this article. One di-
rection is to explore a wider range of routing cost functions and
scheduling policies. Extensions to more complex scheduling

policies than the static priority scheduling considered in this
study could bring performance enhancements [24]. Another
important direction is to investigate refinements of the back-
ground (offline) resource (transmission bit rate) allocation. Yet,
another direction is to consider statistical (soft) real-time QoS
which can achieve increased utilizations at the expense of rare
deadline violations [25].
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